
CAUSE NO. 2014-CI-15005

STATE OF TEXAS, § IN THE DISTRICT COURT
Plaintiff, §

§
v. §

§
GEORGE ALLEN DRISKELL JR., §
ALEJANDRA DRISKELL AIKJA §
ALEJANDRA ALVAREZ DE DYER § 407th JUDICIAL DISTRICT
D/B/A DRISKELL ALEJANDRA LEGAL §
ASSISTANCE SERVICES, §
AMY LOUISE MONKMAN, §
LAURA MARIA HERNANDEZ, AND §
OMAR DIAZ, §

Defendants. § BEXAR COUNTY, TEXAS

PLAINTIFF’S FIRST AMENDED ORIGINAL VERIFIED PETITION, APPLICATION
FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER WITH ASSET FREEZE, AND

APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS

NOW COMES Plaintiff, STATE OF TEXAS (hereinafter, ‘State”), acting by and through

the Attorney General, GREG ABBOTT, and on behalf of the public interest, complaining of

Defendants GEORGE ALLEN DRISKELL JR., ALEJANDRA DRISKELL A/KJA

ALEJANDRA ALVAREZ DE DYER D/B/A DRISKELL ALEJANDRA LEGAL ASSISTANCE

SERVICES, AMY LOUISE MONKMAN, LAURA MARIA HERNANDEZ, and OMAR DIAZ.

The State alleges that Defendants engaged in false, misleading, and deceptive acts and practices

in violation of sections 17.46 and 17.49 of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Tex. Bus. &

Corn. Code (hereinafter, “DTPA”). Plaintiff further alleges that Defendants engaged in unlawful

practices in violation of sections 406.017 (unlawful solicitation of compensation and preparation

of immigration forms) and 406.024 (fees charged by a notary public) of the Texas Government

Code.
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Additionally, the State now files this First Amended Original Petition in the above-entitled

and referenced cause to apply for an ex parte Temporary Restraining Order with Asset Freeze as

to George Allen Driskell, Jr. and Alejandra Driskell alk!a Alejandra Alvarez de Dyer, and an ex

parte Temporary Restraining Order as to Omar Diaz, in addition to other relief sought, based on

new evidence obtained by the State which shows that George Allen Driskell, Jr., Alejandra

Driskell alk!a Alejandra Alvarez de Dyer, and Omar Diaz continue to engage in the deceptive and

fraudulent business practices described herein. The State requests immediate relief to prevent

further harm to consumers and preserve and protect illegally obtained monies that have been paid

to George Allen Driskell, Jr. and Alejandra Driskell alk!a Alejandra Alvarez de Dyer. The State

incorporates by reference all previously filed exhibits attached to Plaintiff’s Original Verified

Petition in this case and, in support hereof, will respectfully show the Court the following:

I. DISCOVERY CONTROL PLAN

1. The discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under Level 2 pursuant to Texas

Rule of Civil Procedure 190.3(a).

2. This case is not subject to the restrictions of expedited discovery under Texas Rule of

Civil Procedure 169 because:

a. The relief sought by the State includes non-monetary injunctive relief; and

b. The State’s claims for monetary relief including penalties, consumer redress, and

attorney’s fees and costs are in excess of $100,000.00.

II. JURISDICTION

3. This enforcement action is brought by the Attorney General of Texas, through his

Consumer Protection Division, in the name of the State and in the public interest, pursuant to the

authority granted to him by section 17.47 of the DTPA — Consumer Protection Act, Tex. Bus. &
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Corn. Code Ann. § 17.41 et seq. upon the ground that Defendants have engaged in false,

deceptive, and rnisleading acts and practices in the course of trade and commerce as defined in,

and declared unlawful by, sections 17.46 (a-b) and 17.49 (c)(1-3) of the DTPA.

4. This enforcernent action is further brought by the Attorney General, through his Consumer

Protection Division, in the name of the State and in the public interest, for violations of sections

406.0 17 and 406.024 of the Texas Government Code involving the unauthorized solicitation of

compensation and representation of others and fees charges by a notary public, respectively.

5. In enforcement suits filed pursuant to section 17.47 of the DTPA, the Attorney General is

further authorized to seek civil penalties, redress for consumers, and injunctive relief.

III. DEFENDANTS

6. Defendant George Allen Driskell Jr. is an individual who is doing business in Texas as

alleged specifically below and may be served with process at his residence located at 62 Falls

Terrace, Boerne, TX 78015, or wherever he may be found.

7. Defendant Alejandra Driskell a1k/a Alejandra Alvarez de Dyer d/b/a Driskell Alejandra

Legal Assistance Services is an individual who is doing business in Texas as alleged specifically

below and may be served with process at her residence located at 62 Falls Terrace, Boerne, TX

78015, or wherever she may be found.

8. Defendant Amy Louise Monkman is an individual who is doing business in Texas as

alleged specifically below and may be served with process at her residence located at 326 I St.,

Davis, CA 95616-4215, or wherever she may be found.

9. Defendant Laura Maria Hernandez is an individual who is doing business in Texas as

alleged specifically below and may be served with process at her residence located at 801 Libold

Drive, Devine, TX 78016, or wherever she may be found.
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10. Defendant Omar Diaz is an individual who is doing business in Texas as alleged

specifically below and may be served with process at his residence located at 2622 Kerrybrook

Court, Apt. 207D, San Antonio, TX 78230, or wherever he may be found.

IV. VENUE

11. Venue of this suit lies in BEXAR County, Texas for the following reasons:

a. Under section 17.47(b) of the DTPA, venue is proper because several Defendants

reside in Bexar County, Texas;

b. Under section 17.47(b) of the DTPA, venue is proper because Defendants’

principal place of business has been in Bexar County, Texas; and

c. Under section 17.47(b) of the DTPA, venue is proper because transactions made

part of this suit occurred in Bexar County, Texas.

V. PUBLIC INTEREST

12. Plaintiff, State of Texas, has reason to believe that Defendants are engaging in, have

engaged in, or are about to engage in, the unlawful acts or practices set forth below, that

Defendants have, by means of these unlawful acts and practices, caused damage to and/or

acquired money or property from persons, and that Defendants adversely affected the lawful

conduct of trade and commerce, thereby directly or indirectly affecting the people of this State.

Therefore, the Consumer Protection Division of the Office of the Attorney General of the State of

Texas believes and is of the opinion that these proceedings are in the public interest.

VI. NOTICE BEFORE SUIT

13. The Consumer Protection Division informed Defendants in general of the alleged

unlawful conduct described below, at least seven days before filing suit, as may be required by

section 17.47(a) of the DTPA.
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14. On March 28, 2014 a Civil Investigative Demand and Statutory Directive pursuant to

sections 17.60 and 17.61 of the DTPA were issued to Defendants George Allen Driskell Jr. and

Alejandra Driskell a/k/a Alejandra Alvarez de Dyer advising them of the alleged unlawful

conduct. Defendant Alejandra Driskell a/k/a Alejandra Alvarez de Dyer appeared at the State’s

office on April 22, 2014 and May 19, 2014 to provide her statement under oath pursuant to

section 17.60 of the DTPA. Defendant George Allen Driskell, Jr. appeared at the State’s office

on June 11, 2014 to provide his statement under oath pursuant to section 17.60 of the DTPA.

15. On April 24, 2014, a Civil Investigative Demand and Statutory Directive pursuant to

sections 17.60 and 17.61 of the DTPA were issued to Defendant Amy Louise Monkman advising

her of the alleged unlawful conduct. Defendant Amy Louise Monkman then appeared at the

State’s office on May 15. 2014, to provide her statement under oath pursuant to section 17.60 of

the DTPA.

16. On June 6, 2014, a Civil Investigative Demand and Statutory Directive pursuant to

sections 17.60 and 17.61 of the DTPA were issued to Defendant Omar Diaz advising him of the

alleged unlawful conduct. Defendant Omar Diaz then appeared at the State’s office on June 20,

2014, to provide his statement under oath pursuant to section 17.60 of the DTPA.

17. On September 3, 2014, a letter was sent to Defendant Laura Maria Hemandez via certified

mail advising her at least seven days before filing suit of the alleged unlawful conduct as required

by section 17.47 of the DPTA. Defendant Laura Maria Hernandez acknowledged receipt of the

letter on September 11, 2014.

VII. TRADE AND COMMERCE

18. Defendants have, at all times described below, engaged in conduct which constitutes

“trade” and “commerce” as those terms are defined by section 17.45(6) of the DTPA.
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VIII. ACTS OF AGENTS

19. Whenever in this petition it is alleged that Defendants did any act, it is meant that at least

one Defendant performed or participated in the act, or that the officers, agents or employees of

Defendants performed or participated in the act on behalf of and under the authority of

Defendants.

IX. SPECIFIC FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

The Driskell Defendants Operate a Deceptive and Fraudulent Business

Driskell Alejandra Legal Assistance Services a/k/a “Law Office ofAmy L. Monkman”

20. Defendants George Allen Driskell Jr. (hereinafter, “George Driskell”) and his wife,

Alejandra Driskell a/ic/a Alejandra Alvarez de Dyer (hereinafter, “Alejandra Driskell,” or

collectively, “Driskells”), have operated a law office from a commercial office space in San

Antonio, Texas since February 2014. Despite the fact that the Driskells are not attorneys, they

offer legal services to detainees in Immigration and Customs Enforcement (hereinafter, “ICE”)

facilities and detainees’ friends and families under the guise of the “Law Office of Amy L.

Monkman.”

21. The lease agreement for the “Law Office of Amy L. Monkman” was not signed by

Defendant Amy Louise Monkman (hereinafter, “Monkman”). Instead, it was executed by

“Alejandra Driskell Legal Assistance Services,” a sole proprietorship registered to “Alejandra

Alvarez de Dyer” in Bexar County, Texas. The contract is signed by “Alejandra Alvarez de

Dyer” and lists “George A. Driskell, Jr.” as the contact person for the business, not Monkman.

22. The Driskells do not advertise their business to the public as it appears on the office lease

or assumed name certificate. Instead, they hired an attorney, Monkman, and advertise their
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business as the “Law Office of Amy L. Monkman.” See Exhibits 1 (Volume 2. pg. 129, in. 1 - 3:

pg. 156, in. 13- 21), 2,3, and 4.

23. While George Driskell claims to merely “assist” his wife with running “her business,” his

actions indicate that he does more than simply help her. He advises Alejandra Driskell on how to

operate the business, negotiates terms of employment with staff (such as salary and employment

contracts), posts advertisements to solicit business for the firm, visits ICE detention facilities to

meet with clients, and provides transportation services to clients in exchange for compensation.

See Exhibits 1 (Volume 2, pg. 111, in. 4 - 6), 4, and 5 (pg. 8, in. 2 - 22; pg. 65 - 69; pg. 85 - 87;

pg. 119, in. 4-12; and pg. 133-134).

The Driskells Pay Business Expenses for the “Law Office ofAmy L. Monkman”

24. The Driskells pay business expenses to operate the “Law Office of Amy L. Monkman.”

Checks are signed by Defendant Alejandra Driskeli on behalf of “Alejandra Driskell Sole Prop

dba A. Driskell Legal Assistance Service” [sic] for payroll, rent, travel expenses, and office

supplies. See Exhibits 1 (Volume 2, pg. 142, in. 15 - 23), 6 (pg. 235, in. 5 - 23), and 7.

25. When the Driskells opened their law office, they initially employed only a paralegal,

Defendant Laura Maria Hemandez (hereinafter, “Hernandez”), and attorney Monkman.

However, within a few weeks, the Driskells hired four additional legal assistants, including

Defendant Omar Diaz (hereinafter, “Diaz”), to keep up with the demand for their services. See

Exhibits 1 (Volume 2, pg. 192, in. 5 - 20; pg. 198, in. 8 - 23; and pg. 200, ln. 16 - 21) and 6 (pg.

61, line 12 - 19; pg. 157, in. 1 - 6; pg. 196, in. 18 - 24; and pg. 223, in. 15 - 17). The Driskells

and their legal assistants visit detention facilities throughout the country to meet with clients and

solicit business, whereas Monkman’s role is to make court appearances.
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26. Monkman claims that she “noticed a problem” when Alejandra Driskell “hired a number

of more people. . .due to the volume of referrals that [Alejandra Driskell] had.. . [s]o [Alejandra

Driskell] hired Mayra and Omar, and Laura was also her employee...” See Exhibit 6 (pg. 61, in.

11 - 19). Monkman further claims that “after [Alejandra Driskell] had hired all these people to go

to the different [ICE detention] centers” and “brought a whole bunch of contacts back,”

[Monkman] told Alejandra Driskell that “[t]his is too many people,” and [Monkmanj “can’t

respond to all of this” because [Monkman] “can’t go and see all these people individually.” The

Driskells, however, continued to solicit business for the Driskell’s “law firm.” See Id. (pg. 64,

in. 12-21).

Legal Fees Paid to the Driskells, Not Monkman

27. Alejandra Driskell determines the flat fees charged to clients for legal services. See

Exhibit 1 (Volume 2, pg. 112, In. 11 - 15). Monkman “let [Alejandra Driskell] tell [Monkman]

what ... how much.” In fact, when asked whether she objected to any fees Alejandra Driskell

wished to charge clients, Monkman stated that she did not “because [Alejandra Driskell] didn’t

consult [Monkman] about it.” See Exhibit 6 (pg. 239, in. 3 - 9). Yet Monkman was aware that

Alejandra Driskell was determining the fees charged to clients.

28. Alejandra Driskeli instructs the friends and families of detainees to make payments for

legal services directly to her instead of to Monkman. Detainees’ friends and families pay

Alejandra Driskell by money orders, checks, and wire transfers to personal and business bank

accounts owned by the Driskells. The Driskells charge clients between $500.00 and $10,000.00

for legal services. See Exhibit 1 (Volume 1, pg. 61, in. 1 - 14; Volume 2, pg. 112, in. 16 - 17). In

2013, the Driskells made over $100,000.00 for services offered by “Driskell Alejandra Legal
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Assistance Services” under the guise of various law firms, including the “Law Office of Amy L.

Monkman.” See Id. (Volume 1, pg. 116, in. 10- 11).

The Driskells, Hernandez, and Diaz are Not Attorneys or BIA Representatives

29. The Driskells, Hernandez, and Diaz are neither duly licensed attorneys nor accredited by

the Board of Immigration Appeals’ (hereinafter, “BIA”) to provide immigration or other legal

services to the public. However, since at least June 2013, while Alejandra Driskell worked as a

legal assistant at immigration law firms, the Driskells have posted advertisements nationwide on

Craigslist titled “We stop deportation” in which they encourage consumers to “call NOW for a

totally free confidential consultation.” The email addresses used for these postings belong to the

Driskells and are not registered to any legitimate law firms. The phone number listed on these

advertisements is the personal cell phone of Alejandra Driskell. See Exhibits 1 (Volume 2, pg.

152, In. 25—pg. 154, In. 15) and 5 (Pg. 83, in. 5-pg. 84, in. 11).

30. George Driskell also posted advertisements on Craigslist on behalf of his wife titled “In

Need of An Immigration Attorney,” requesting “assistance from one or two additional [law]

firms” because “the Attorney that [Alejandra Driskell is] working with can’t keep up with

[Alejandra Driskell’s] production.” See Exhibit 5 (Exhibit 2 of examination under oath). Even

Monkman claimed that when she responded to an advertisement in which “they [the Driskells]

were looking for an attorney that had some experience or was wanting to learn about

immigration,” she mistakenly believed that the advertisement was posted by a law firm.

Monkman also assumed that George Driskell was an attorney when they met for an interview and

he said to her, “we’re interested in your resume.” See Exhibit 6 (pg. 42, in. 16 - 25).

Section 1292 of Title 8 provides identical regulations for who may appear before the Executive Office of

Immigration Appeals
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Deceptive Acts and Practices at Detention Facilities

Alejandra Driskell’s “Clients”

31. Alejandra Driskell has been traveling to ICE detention facilities since she was first

employed as a legal assistant by an immigration law firm in September 2012. See Exhibit 1

(Volume 1, pg. 26, ln. 7 — pg. 29, in. 9). She obtains access to detention centers through

“clearance letters” sent by attorneys to these facilities requesting permission for her, in her

capacity as legal assistant, to meet with potential and current clients of their firm. Alejandra

Driskeli meets with detainees to perform “intakes” (collect factual information and documents).

32. Alejandra Driskell claims that she is unable to access detention facilities unless she is

affiliated with a law firm because she’s “not the attorney.” However, she refers to individuals at

these facilities as her clients and even complains that one attorney used her [Alejandra Driskell’s]

clients from an ICE detention facility to start her own law practice when the attorney left the firm.

Alejandra Driskell subsequently left the same firm to work as a legal assistant at another law firm

and admits that she took clients of the firm with her even though she was not authorized to do so

and is not an attorney. See Exhibit 1 (Volume 2, pg. 40, in. 13 — 17; pg. 70, In. 21 — pg. 71,

in. 70).

33. Alejandra Driskell offers transportation services to clients of law firms in exchange for

compensation. She charges clients a fixed amount and then pays her husband and a “man who

works in landscaping” a portion of the proceeds to transport clients from detention facilities to

hotels, bus stations, and airports. See Exhibit 1 (pg. 62, in. 11 — pg. 63, in. 16; pg. 71, in. 2 — 14).

Alejandra Driskeli offered such services to clients of immigration attorney Russell Doncouse

(hereinafter, “Doncouse”) without Doncouse’s knowledge while working as his legal assistant.

Doncouse alleges that he was aware of only two occasions in which Alejandra Driskeil provided
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transportation services to clients of his firm and was “very irritated” by this. However, Doncouse

was not aware that Alejandra Driskell charged his clients for these services. Doncouse instructed

Alejandra Driskell to stop offering these services because “[w]e are not a taxi service, and that is

something we cannot do.” Doncouse believes “[ut’s an absurdity to get involved in those types of

things [transportation services]” because “we provide legal services.” See Exhibits 1 (Volume 1,

pg. 75, In. 11 — pg. 76, In. 3), and 8 (pg. 63, in. 22 — pg. 68, in. 6). All fees for transportation

services were paid to Alejandra Driskell, not the firm.

34. When asked whether he was aware of complaints made against Alejandra Driskeli,

Doncouse responded that an attorney who worked at his firm expressed concerns about Alejandra

Driskell. The attorney claimed that Alejandra Driskeli believed that she [Alejandra Driskell]

“was entitled to large fees, splitting fees” and wanted to be in control. Additionally, the attorney

“was noticing a lot of these [asylum] stories were sounding awful familiar” in Alejandra

Driskell’s intakes. The similar scenarios in Alejandra Driskell’s intakes led Doncouse and his

attorney to suspect that clients of the firm were being “coached” by Alejandra Driskell on how to

“pass” asylum interviews. In fact, a client of Doncouse admitted that he had been “coached” by

Alejandra Driskell. See Exhibit 8 (pg. 70, ln. 9—pg. 71, in. 19).

Fraud Upon Consumers - Detainees and Their Friends and Families

35. Even though Alejandra Driskell is not an attorney, she charges detainees and their friends

and families “flat fees” in exchange for legal services such as “case review,” court appearances to

request bond reductions, and withholding of removal and asylum relief. See Exhibit 1 (Volume 2,

pg. 112, in. 16 — 25; pg. 114, in. 25 — pg. 117, in. 22; and pg. 176, In. 25 — pg. 177, in. 5).

Alejandra Driskell does not consider it fair that clients who already paid “flat fees” to her for legal

services should have to pay additional fees for Monkman to continue to represent them; however,
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Alejandra Driskell claims that she no longer employs Monkman and cannot issue refunds to

clients because she does not have any money and Monkman “was getting a salary for the clients.”

See Exhibit 1 (Volume 1, pg. 173, in. 9—24; pg. 184, in. 4— 14).

36. The Driskells continued to offer legal services to consumers under the guise of the “Law

Office of Amy L. Monkman” even after Monkman stopped working for them. On May 11, 2014,

Monkman emailed Alejandra Driskeil “official notification” that she was “severing any and all

business relationship[s]” with the Driskells and indicated that the Driskells were “no longer

authorized.. .to use [her] name or.. .business name in any capacity relating to [the Driskells’]

immigration business.” See Exhibit 9.

37. On May 19, 2014, Alejandra Driskell stated in her examination under oath that she had not

performed work for clients of the Law Office of Amy Monkman since May 9, 2014. She also

claimed that she was “ruined,” was no longer working with clients because she “did not have an

attorney,” and “if [she] had the money at the moment, [she] would give it back to the families” of

the detainees who paid her. See Exhibit 1 (Volume 2, pg. 190, in. 12— 21; pg. 191, in. 24— 25).

38. On May 23, 2014, Monkman sent the Driskelis and their attorney a “Cease and Desist

Demand Letter.” In her letter, Monkman demanded that the Driskeiis “cease any use of,

reference to [her] name, bar number, or law license in connection with any business or services of

any type” that they or any of their “employees or agents conduct, have conducted or will

conduct...” See Exhibit 10.

39. On June 11, 2014, George Driskell testified in his examination under oath that he and

Alejandra Driskell stopped working with Monkman on or about May 3, 2014 when Monkman

“said for us to cease and desist.” He explained that shortly thereafter, his wife began receiving
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calls “from family members [of clients] saying, you know, [y]ou stole our money.” See Exhibit 5

(pg. 131,in. 12—17;pg. 139, in. 10—11).

40. Even though George Driskell testified that he and his wife stopped working for Monkman

in early May 2014, he admitted that on June 3, 2014, he faxed a three page “clearance request” to

an ICE detention facility in New Jersey. The request included a letter with Monkman’ s forged

signature on “Law Office of Amy L. Monkman” letterhead requesting permission for Diaz to

access the facility to meet with one of Monkman’s clients. George Driskell denies signing the

clearance letter on behalf of Monkman; however, he admits that he personally faxed the clearance

request with knowledge that Monkman did not authorize the request. George Driskell claims he

did so because “[t]here were some issues that needed to be settled up based on [Monkman’sJ mess

that she created.. .to take care of the detainee that she abandoned. See Id. (pg. 145, In. I — 25).

41. When Monkman learned that the Driskells and Diaz were attempting to access a detention

facility in New Jersey under false pretenses, she contacted the Driskells’ attorney to threaten legal

action against the Driskells if they “continue[d] the unauthorized use of [her] name and office

name.” See Exhibit 11. Monkman also contacted the warden at the detention facility to inform

him that “[n]either Omar Diaz, or any other paralegal or legal assistant has any authority to enter

any facility under [Monkman’s] name or office name” and that ‘Omar Diaz and his employers,

Alex and George Driskell, [were] fraudulently using [her] name to obtain access to detention

facilities for the purpose of acquiring clients.” See id.

Amy Monkman Perpetuates the Fraud

Monkman is An Attorney Employed by Paraleals

42. Monkman is an attorney licensed to practice law in Texas (Texas State Bar No.

24034301). On the State Bar of Texas website, Monkman lists her business address as “P0 Box
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#6211; San Antonio, TX 78209.” However, she allowed the Driskells to operate and advertise

their “law firm” under her name from another location. See Exhibits 3 and 13. Monkman’ s

failure to disclose to the public that the law firm advertised and operated under her name is owned

and operated by individuals who are prohibited by law from offering legal services induced

consumers into purchasing services which they would not otherwise have purchased in violation

of section 17.49(c)(2) of the DTPA.

43. Shortly before accepting employment with the Driskelis in January 2014, Monkman

allegedly contacted the State Bar of Texas because she thought “there’s some ethics problem”

with attorneys working for non-attorneys. Monkman claims that a State Bar of Texas

representative told her that as an attorney she could not work for non-attorneys. Despite being

told that she could not work for a non-attorney, Monkman still accepted employment with the

Driskells to provide “attorney services” to the Driskells’ clients. She was paid $1,875.00 bi

monthly to represent clients in court and appear as the “attorney of record” on legal documents

submitted to the Department of Homeland Security (hereinafter, “DHS”). In addition to her

salary, Monkman was reimbursed by the Driskells for business expenses such as hotel stays and

car rentals. See Exhibits 6 (pg. 46, In. 16— 22; pg. 51, in. 13 — 17; pg. 235, in. 4— 18; pg. 236, in.

4—10) and 7.

Monknian Allows “Her” Clients to Pay “Her” Legal Assistants for Legal Services

44. Even though Monkman knows that the Driskells are not attorneys, she allowed clients to

pay the Driskells for legal services. Clients do not know that the majority, if not all, of the

monies they paid for legal services were not paid to the attorney of record on their cases. For

example, if the Driskells charged an individual client $8,000.00 for legal services, Monkman

would still only receive $1,875.00 every two weeks for any work she performed on cases. See
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Exhibit 6 (pg. 237, in. 7 — 9). Monkman’s faiiure to disclose this material fact is unconscionable

and cannot be characterized as advice, judgment, or opinion under the “professional service”

exemption of the DTPA. Tex. Bus. & Corn. Code Ann. § 17.49(c)(3) (West 2011).

45. Monkman claims that her “legal responsibility is to the.. .detainee,” not the friends and

families who paid for legal services on detainees’ behalf. However, Monkman opened an Interest

on Lawyer Trust Account (“IOLTA”) to safeguard client funds soon after she learned of the

State’s investigation and concedes that the purpose of an IOLTA account is to safeguard client

funds. See Id. (pg. 69, in. 21 — pg. 70, in. 13). In fact, the only access Monkman ever had to the

“firm’s” financial records was through the JOLTA account that she opened qfter learning of the

State’s investigation.

46. Monkman does not know the amount of money the Driskeils made from their immigration

business but “knew they were probably making a lot more than [she] was.” When Monkman and

Alejandra Driskell discussed the possibility of Alejandra Driskell working for Monkman,

Alejandra Driskeil said “[yjou have to pay me [$j 10,000 a month. . . [sb [Monkman] thought,

‘[w]eil.. .[Alejandra Driskell] must be making that much still” and did not hire her. Monkman

later asked Alejandra Driskeil to provide an accounting of monies clients paid her for legal

services. Alejandra Driskell responded “[ajil right.. .tomorrow, tomorrow...” and never provided

it. See Id. (pg. 69, in. 2— 5; pg. 134, in. 22 — pg. 135, In. 5).

Monkman Does Not Manage or Provide Oversight ofCases

47. Monkman does not know the number of cases for which she is responsible. When

Monkman learned of the State’s investigation, she asked Aiej andra Driskeii to provide her with a

list of clients because she believed there could be clients of whom she was not aware. She also

asked Alejandra Driskell to provide her with the contact information of persons who paid
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Alejandra Driskell for legal services; however, Alejandra Driskell did not provide this

information even though Monkman is the attorney of record on these cases. See Id. (pg. 164, in.

18—22; pg. 165, In. 17—22).

48. When Monkman stopped working for the Driskeiis, she asked the Driskeils to return all

client files to her; however, she has no way of ascertaining whether all files were, in fact, turned

over to her. Monkman also does not know whether Alejandra Driskell refunded money to clients

who were “not happy” with services. She does not know which clients had complained of

services and would not have access to that information unless Alejandra Driskell provided it.

Monkman does not have any proof of refunds in client files or elsewhere and was “trying to think

if it was any of the [clients] that [she] was actually working with.” See Id. (pg. 161, In. 7 — 8; pg.

168, in. 7—23).

Monkman Allowed the Driskells to Misrepresent that the “Law Office ofAmy L. Monkman”

was Monkman ‘s Firm When It was Managed and Operated by the Driskells

49. Monkman knew that the Driskells lease office space to operate a law firm under false

pretenses. She allowed the Driskells to advertise, solicit, and offer legal services to consumers

under her name when they are not authorized by law to do so, expressly misrepresenting to the

public a material fact that cannot be characterized as advice, judgment, or opinion. Tex. Bus. &

Corn. Code Ann. § 17.49(c)(1) (West 2011).

50. Monkman misrepresented on legal documents submitted to DHS that the Driskells and

their employees worked for her firm when, in reality, the Driskells operated the firm as their

business and employed Monkman and other staff to further their business. In fact, Hernandez

made it clear that Monkman did not own the business when she yelled at Monkman that she

[Hernandez] did not work for Monkman. See Exhibit 6 (pg. 125, ln. 5 — 9).
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Laura Hernandez Perpetuates the Fraud

51. Hemandez met Alejandra Driskell while employed as a legal assistant at Doncouse’s firm.

A few months later, Alejandra Driskell left that firm to work as a legal assistant at “Garcia &

Garcia,” another immigration law firm. While employed by Garcia & Garcia, Alejandra Driskell

was paid $10,000.00 per month. Half of her salary consisted of a monthly “bonus” for generating

$25,000.00 in business for the firm each month through “referring clients, visiting detentions. . .so

[potential clients] would call... Garcia & Garcia.” See Exhibit I (Volume 2, pg. 46, in. 1 — pg. 47,

in. 7; pg. 51, In. 21 —pg. 52, in. 5).

52. Soon after Aiejandra Driskell began working for Garcia & Garcia, she was banned from

accessing detention facilities as a result of Doncouse reporting her to ICE authorities, an

immigration judge, and Garcia & Garcia for engaging in “criminal activity.” Doncouse accused

Aiejandra Driskell of traveling out of state to visit with his clients without his authorization and

receiving payment from his clients for legal services. See Exhibit 8 (pg. 54, In. 3 — 11). Since

half of Aiej andra Driskell’ s salary was contingent on generating business for Garcia & Garcia,

Alejandra Driskell hired Hernandez to access ICE detention facilities on Alejandra Driskell ‘s

behalf.

53. Hernandez accessed ICE detention facilities through clearance letters from Garcia &

Garcia; however, Hernandez’ salary of $400.00 per week was paid by Alejandra Driskeil.

Hernandez continued to work for Alejandra Driskell after Aiejandra Driskeli left Garcia & Garcia

to operate the “Law Office of Amy L. Monkman.” See Exhibit 1 (Volume 2, pg. 131, in. 25 — pg.

133, in. 18).

54. The Driskells paid Hernandez $2,700.00 per month to be a “Senior Paralegal” at the Law

Office of Amy L. Monkman. Hernandez was hired as a “Senior Paralegal” because “she’s been
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in immigration for five years.” Her duties were to “prepare all the legal documents that. . . the

legal assistant would do for an attorney, work directly with [Monkman] on doing any court

stuff.. . all the legal assistant/paralegal stuff.” See Id. (pg. 122, in. 15 — 24; pg. 202, in. 14 — 24)

and Exhibit 5 (pg. 118, in. 6 — 12). These duties included the preparation of clearance letters

requesting that all staff members of the firm be allowed access to ICE detention facilities

nationwide and the preparation and submission of “G-28” forms to DHS to provide notice of

clients “represented” by Monkman.

55. Monkman alleges that Hernandez “used to make decisions” on cases even though she was

not an attorney, refused “to do a lot of things” for her, and yelled that she did not work for her.

Such “decisions” included accepting cases without informing Monkman and forging Monkman’s

signature on legal documents [Immigration form 1-130 Petition for Alien Relief and clearance

letters]. See Exhibits 1 (Volume 2, pg. 194, in. 5 — 7) and Exhibit 6 (pg. 125, in. 5 —9; pg. 146,

In. 16— 23; pg. 172, in. 8— pg. 173, in. 11).

Omar Diaz Perpetuates the Fraud

56. Diaz is a legal assistant who was hired by the Driskeils in February 2014 to work at the

Law Office of Amy L. Monkman. He traveled to ICE detention facilities to “take.. [legal] forms

for the representing attorney, get [clients] to sign the form [sic] and come back [to the office] and

turn in all the paperwork.” Diaz learned of the State’s investigation of the Driskells’ business

practices on or about May 20, 2014, one week before taking a vacation. A few days later,

Alejandra Driskell informed Diaz that “Amy [Monkmanj didn’t want to work or didn’t want to

continue.” Diaz claims that by May 20, 2014, he already “knew that he wasn’t going to work for

Amy anymore.” See Exhibit 14 (pg. 12, in. 16 — 20; pg. 13, in. 2 — 5; pg. 47, In. 23 — pg. 48,

in. 6).
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57. However, on or about June 3, 2014, when Diaz returned from vacation, he met with

Alejandra Driskeil at the office because “Alejandra told [him] that [he] had to pick up some

paperwork from a detainee.., in Pearsall, Texas.” After his meeting with Alejandra Driskell, Diaz

ran into Monkman as he was leaving the building. Monkman “told [Diaz] that she wanted to

know if [he] was using her name in the detention centers, if [he] was visiting clients with [her]

name ‘cause.. .[she’sj not going to work anymore and.. .it’s illegal to.. .use [her] name even

though [she’s] not working or something.” Diaz reassured Monkman “not to worry because [he]

just got back from vacation and [he] just came to the office to see what was going on.. . if [he] was

still going to have a job.” However, contrary to his assurances and despite knowing that it

“wasn’t ethical,” Diaz attempted to access a detention facility in Pearsall later that day. He

further claims that “when he got there, it hit [him]. . .that he wasn’t doing the right thing.” See Id.

(pg. 82, In. 14— pg. 83, In. 4; pg. 87, in. 6— 19; pg. 94, in. 6—9; pg. 114, ln. 22—25).

58. On or about June 6, 2014, three days after “it hit him” that he “wasn’t doing the right

thing,” Diaz met with Alejandra Driskell at the office, yet again, to discuss a “new client”

detained at an ICE facility in New Jersey. Alejandra Driskeli “wanted [Diaz] to call [the

detention facility] to see what [he] needed to have access granted.” Diaz claims that Alejandra

Driskell had been contacted by the client’s family and that he [Diaz] was willing to travel to New

Jersey to meet with the client. However, Diaz claims that he thought his access would be granted

through another attorney who planned to hire him, not Monkman. In fact, Diaz claims he was not

aware that several days prior, a clearance request had been faxed to the New Jersey detention

center on behalf of the “Law Office of Amy L. Monkman” requesting his access to the facility.

When Diaz saw the clearance request with his name on it, he stated that he would discuss this

matter with the attorney who planned to hire him because he felt he had a “moral obligation” to
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“be more ethical in our job” and that he doesn’t “want.. .any other people to use [his] information

without [his] knowledge.” See Id. (pg. 125. Ln. 10 — 14; pg. 136, in. 1 — 6; pg. 138, In. 6 — 8; pg.

141, pg. 141, in. 7—15) and Exhibit 12.

X. VIOLATIONS OF THE TEXAS DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES ACT

59. The State incorporates and adopts by reference the allegations contained in each and every

preceding paragraph of this petition.

60. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

engaged in false, misleading, or deceptive acts or practices in violation of section 17.46(a) of the

DTPA.

61. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by passing off goods and services as those of another. Id. at (b)(1).

62. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by causing confusion or misunderstanding as to the source, sponsorship,

approval, or certification of goods or services. Id. at (b)(2).

63. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by causing confusion or misunderstanding as to affiliation, connection, or

association with, or certification by, another. id. at (b)(3).

64. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by representing that goods or services have sponsorship, approval,

characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities that they do not have or that a person has

a sponsorship, approval, status, affiliation, or connection that he does not have. Id. at (b)(5).
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65. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised. Id.

at (b)(9).

66. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by representing that an agreement confers or involves rights, remedies, or

obligations that it does not have or involve, or which are prohibited by law. Id. at (b)(12).

67. Defendants, as alleged and detailed above, have in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by failing to disclose information concerning goods or services that was

known at the time of the transaction and such failure to disclose such information was intended to

induce the consumer into a transaction into which the consumer would not have entered had the

information been disclosed. Id. at (b)(24).

68. Monkman, as alleged and detailed above, has in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by making express misrepresentations of a material fact that cannot be

characterized as advice, judgment, or opinion. Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann.

§ 17.49(c)(1) (West 2011).

69. Monkman, as alleged and detailed above, has in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by failing to disclose information in violation of section 1 7.46(b)24. Tex.

Bus. & Corn. Code Ann. § 17.49(c)(2) (West 2011).

70. Monkman, as alleged and detailed above, has in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by engaging in unconscionable actions or courses of actions that cannot be

characterized as advice, judgment, or opinion. Tex. Bus. & Corn. Code Ann.

§ 17.49(c)(3) (West 2011).
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71. Monkman, as alleged and detailed above, has in the conduct of trade and commerce,

violated the DTPA by engaging in unconscionable actions or courses of action that cannot be

characterized as advice, judgment, or opinion. Tex. Bus. & Corn. Code Ann.

§ 17.49(c)(3) (West 2011).

XI. VIOLATIONS OF THE TEXAS GOVERNMENT CODE

72. The State incorporates and adopts by reference the allegations contained in each and every

preceding paragraph of this petition.

73. Defendant George Allen Driskell Jr., as alleged and detailed above, has violated and will

continue to violate section 406.017(a) of the Texas Government Code because he is a notary

public and solicits and accepts compensation in exchange for legal services that he is not

authorized by law to provide. There is no exception to prosecution under this section because

Defendants are not licensed to practice law in this state. Furthermore, a violation of this section is

a deceptive trade practice that is actionable under Chapter 17 of the Business & Commerce Code.

74. Defendant George Allen Driskell Jr., as alleged and detailed above, has violated and will

continue to violate section 406.024 of the Texas Government Code because he charge fees in

excess of amounts notaries public may lawfully charge for services rendered.

XII. REQUEST TO CONDUCT EXPEDITED DISCOVERY PRIOR TO

TEMPORARY INJUNCTION HEARING

75. Plaintiff requests leave of this Court to conduct telephonic, oral, written, and other

depositions and other types of discovery of witnesses and parties prior to any scheduled

Temporary Injunction hearing, and prior to Defendants’ answer date. There are a number of

victims and other witnesses who may need to be deposed prior to any scheduled Temporary

Injunction hearing. Any depositions, telephonic or otherwise, or other types of discovery would

be conducted with reasonable, shortened notice to Defendants and their attorneys, if known. State
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further requests that Defendants be ordered to produce documents as set forth in the State’s

proposed Temporary Restraining Order on or before the dates and times set forth therein.

Plaintiff also requests leave of this Court to file any corresponding Business Records Affidavits

with reasonable, shortened notice.

XIII. DISGORGEMENT AND RESCISSION

76. Defendants’ assets are subject to the equitable remedy of disgorgement, which is the

court-ordered relinquishment of all benefits that would be unjust for Defendants to retain,

including all ill-gotten gains and benefits or profits resulting from Defendants’ violations of Texas

law. Defendants should be ordered to disgorge all illegally obtained monies from consumers,

together with all proceeds, profits, income, interest, and accessions thereto. Such disgorgement

should be for the benefit of victimized consumers and the State.

77. Any contracts or agreements between consumers and Defendants for services secured in

violation of the DTPA, the Code of Federal Regulations, the Texas Government Code, or

otherwise obtained from consumers in violation of Texas law should be rescinded by order of this

Court. All ill-gotten gains, benefits, or profits that Defendants have obtained from any such

contracts or agreements should be returned to the State and consumers.

XIV. TRIAL BY JURY

78. The State herein requests a trial by jury and tenders the jury fee to the Bexar County

District Clerk’s office pursuant to Rule 216 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure and section

51.604 of the Texas Government Code.

XV. NECESSITY OF IMMEDIATE RELIEF AS TO DEFENDANTS

GEORGE DRISKELL. ALEJANDRA DRISKELL, AND OMAR IMAZ

79. Pursuant to section 17.47 of the Texas Business and Commerce Code, the State now

requests immediate relief by way of an ex parte Temporary Restraining Order with Asset Freeze
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and Temporary Injunction as to the Driskells, and an cx parte Temporary Restraining Order and

Temporary Injunction as to Omar Diaz, as set forth in the Prayer. Under section 17.47 of the

Texas Business and Commerce Code, the State is entitled to a Temporary Restraining Order

“[w]henever the consumer protection division has reason to believe that any person is engaging

in, has engaged in, or is about to engage in any act or practice declared to be unlawful by this

subchapter, and that proceedings would be in the public interest.” Tex. Bus. & Com. Code

§ 17.47(a).

80. On September 19, 2014, the State filed its Original Petition. Prior to the filing and during

the course of the State’s investigation, the Driskells and Diaz repeatedly assured the State that

they had ceased all business operations and were no longer engaging in acts and practices which

constituted the unauthorized practice of law. In fact, shortly before the State filed its lawsuit, the

Driskells and Diaz indicated that they were employed as legal assistants at the “Young Law

Firm,” a legitimate law office. See Exhibits 5 (pg. 50, in. 9 — pg. 52, in 22); 14 (pg. 5, in 25 — pg.

6, in. 19; pg. 47, in. 23—pg. 49, in. 5; pg. 94, In. 3—pg. 96, In. 4; pg. 123, ln. 24-25).

81. However, on September 25, 2014, less than one week after the State flied suit, the State

received new information from consumers indicating that Alejandra Driskeil continued to offer

and charge consumers for legal services. Salvador Portillo (hereinafter, “Portillo”) indicated that

after he made an initial payment for legal services, Alejandra Driskell “promised.. .that [Portillo’s

brother] wiil be out [of the federal detention facility] soon.” Alejandra Driskell induced Portillo

into paying for legal services by stating “we have 20 years experience working in these cases.”

However, at Portillo’s brother’s hearing, no one showed up to represent him. Portiilo “felt that he

was robbed” by Alejandra Driskell because she simply “took the money and never did anything.”

Portillo’s brother was deported shortly thereafter. See Exhibit 15.
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82. Mariel Ibeth Solis (hereinafter, “Solis”), another consumer, reports that she “called a

‘lawyer’ in Texas, Alejandra Dyer, who was recommended to [Solis] by friends” and that

Alejandra Driskell “promised to help” Solis’ son who was “detained and in custody in Texas.”

Solis mailed “seven money orders for $500 each” [total $3,500.00] to the Driskells’ residential

address to pay for legal services after Alejandra Driskeli “swore that [Solis’ son] would not be

deported” because Alejandra Driskell “could get the case reopened.” Solis also claims that her

brother paid “Ms. Dyer $3,500 to help our other brother, who was detained and in immigration

proceedings in California.” Multiple text messages exist between Alejandra Driskell and Solis

demonstrating that Solis paid Alejandra Driskell for legal services and “Ms. Dyer convinced

[Solis] to go with her services because [Alejandra Driskell] told [Solis] she had helped get three

people out of detention (all with the last name Portillo), including one person who had already

been deported three times.” See Id.

83. Omar Diaz continues to work closely with Alejandra Driskell at the Young Law Firm and

concedes that he ‘takes orders” from Alejandra Driskell. See Exhibit 14 (pg. 123, in. 24-25). In

light of the fact that Diaz attempted to access two detention facilities under Alejandra Driskell ‘s

direction during the State’s investigation even though he knew that Monkman disapproved of his

actions and that it “wasn’t ethical,” and continues to work with Alejandra Driskell, the State has

reason to believe that Diaz continues to engage in deceptive and fraudulent business practices.

84. The State also has reason to believe that George Driskell continues to engage in the

deceptive and fraudulent business practices described herein. He continuously assisted his wife

with operating “her” business since its inception and has access to bank accounts that contain ill-

gotten funds paid by consumers for legal services. George Driskell also actively participated in

assisting Diaz access at least one detention facility under false pretenses.
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85. Immediate injunctive relief by way of an ex parte Temporary Restraining Order with

Asset Freeze and Temporary Injunction as to the Driskells is necessary to prevent continuing

harm to consumers prior to final trial. As to Diaz, the State requests an ex parte Temporary

Restraining Order and Temporary Injunction.

86. In addition to restraining the Driskells’ and Diaz’ conduct to prevent future illegal acts and

continuing harm to consumers, the State requests immediate relief to preserve and protect

illegally obtained monies that have been paid to the Driskells. In light of the seriousness of the

illegal conduct described herein and prior allegations made against the Driskells for theft and

misappropriation of fiduciary funds for their personal benefit, the Driskells are likely to waste or

secrete funds prior to final trial to avoid repaying the funds to the State and consumers.

87. For these reasons, the assets of the Driskells are subject to dissipation and secretion and

therefore should be frozen pending final trial so that restitution can be made and full and final

relief can be awarded at final trial. The State requests that the Court exercise its authority under

the DTPA and grant the injunctive relief necessary to prevent additional harm to victims as well

as further violations of the DTPA and the Texas Government Code as alleged and detailed above.

XVI. PRAYER

88. Because Defendants have engaged, will continue to engage, or are about to engage in the

unlawful acts and practices described above, the State believes that proceedings against

Defendants are in the public interest. Unless enjoined by this Honorable Court, Defendants will

continue to violate the laws of the State of Texas and cause harm to the State of Texas and the

general public.

89. Therefore, the State requests an ex parte Temporary Restraining Order with Asset Freeze

as to Defendants George and Alejandra Driskell, an ex pane Temporary Restraining Order as to
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Defendant Omar Diaz, and Temporary and Permanent Injunctions as to all Defendants as

indicated below. Pursuant to section 17.47(b) of the DTPA, a court may issue temporary and

permanent injunctions to prevent continuing violations of the DTPA. A court shall issue such

injunctive relief without requiring a bond. Tex. Bus. & Corn. Code § 17.47(b) (West 2011).

90. The State prays that this Court, after trial, finds that Defendants deceived and

misrepresented themselves to consumers and received monies from consumers under fraudulent

and false pretenses.

91. The State further prays that, after notice and hearing, a TEMPORARY INJUNCTION be

issued as to all Defendants and, upon final hearing, a PERMANENT INJUNCTION be issued to

restrain and enjoin all Defendants (including any business entities established by Defendants) and

any officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys or other person in active concert or

participation with them from engaging, directly or indirectly, in the following acts or practices:

Relief Requested as to Defendants George Allen Driskell Jr. Alejandra Driskell, Laura

Hernandez, and Omar Diaz

a. Transferring, concealing, destroying, or removing from the jurisdiction of this

Court any books, records, documents, or other written or computer-generated

materials that relate to Defendants’ business that are currently or hereafter in

Defendants’ possession, custody or control, except in response to further orders or

subpoenas in this cause;

b. Transferring, withdrawing, liquidating, spending, concealing, encumbering,

removing, dissipating, distributing, assigning, granting a lien or security interest in,

or otherwise disposing of any funds, real or personal property, accounts, contracts,

agreements, shares of stock, or other assets, or any interest therein, wherever

located, that are:
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i. owned, controlled, or held by, in whole or in part, for the benefit of,

or subject to access by, or belonging to Defendants;

ii. in the actual or constructive possession of Defendants; or

iii. in the actual or constructive possession of, or owned, controlled, or

held by, or subject to access by, or belonging to, any other

corporation, trust, or other entity directly or indirectly owned,

managed, controlled by, or under the common control of

Defendants;

c. Allowing the transfer or withdrawal of funds or other assets that are:

i. owned, controlled, or held by, in whole or in part, for the benefit of,

or subject to access by, or belonging to Defendants, including but

not limited to, any accounts to which Defendants have signatory

authority and any accounts in which Defendants own any interest;

ii. in the actual or constructive possession of Defendants; or

iii. in the actual or constructive possession of, or owned, controlled or

held by, or subject to access by, or belonging to, any other

corporation, partnership, trust, or any other entity directly or

indirectly owned, managed, or controlled by, or under common

control of Defendants;

d. Opening or causing to be opened any safe deposit boxes, commercial mail boxes,

or storage facilities titled in the name of Defendants or subject to access,

ownership, or control by Defendants, without providing the State and the Court

prior notice by motion seeking such access;
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e. Advertising via print, billboard, Internet, social media, or through any other means

immigration or bond services;

f. Offering for sale, selling, soliciting, or providing immigration services unless

Defendants are duly licensed attorneys or properly accredited by the BIA;

g. Failing to honor any requests by consumers (before and after this Court’s order) to

rescind any agreements or contracts with Defendants without further obligation

and failing to cease any and all collection efforts until further order of this Court;

h. Harassing or threatening consumers with deportation or other legal action;

i. Operating a notary public business until further order of this Court;

j. Requesting/obtaining a notary public commission until further order of this Court;

k. Accepting money or valuable consideration in exchange for providing immigration

services unless Defendants are duly licensed attorneys or properly accredited by

the BIA;

I. Accepting money or valuable consideration from any person seeking assistance to

obtain a benefit under U.S. immigration laws for himself/herself or any other

person unless Defendants are duly licensed attorneys/properly accredited by the

BIA;

m. Advising any person whether to file a petition, application, or seek any form of

relief to obtain a benefit under U.S. immigration laws for himself/herself or any

other person unless Defendants are duly licensed attorneys or properly accredited

by the BIA;
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n. Preparing for any person a petition, application, or other form(s) to obtain a benefit

under U.S. immigration laws for himself/herself or any other person unless

Defendants are duly licensed attorneys or properly accredited by the BIA;

o. Holding themselves out to the public as ‘attorneys,” “immigration specialists,”

“immigration counselors,” “immigration consultants,” or the like, and by any title

or designation incorporating the word “immigration” or an abbreviation thereof

unless Defendants are duly licensed attorneys or properly accredited by the BIA;

p. Holding themselves out to the public as “attorneys,” “immigration specialists,”

“immigration counselors,” “immigration consultants,” or the like, and by any title

or designation incorporating the word “immigration” or an abbreviation thereof

unless Defendants are duly licensed attorneys or properly accredited by the BIA;

q. Representing, directly or by implication, that Defendants have the skill, expertise,

or competence to handle immigration matters unless Defendants are properly

accredited by the BIA;

r. Showing, directly or by implication, any affiliation, connection, or association of

an address or telephone number in the United States with an immigration service in

another country;

s. Advertising, offering for sale, selling, or performing notarial services until further

notice of this Court;

t. Accepting money or valuable consideration for performing notarial services until

further notice of this Court; and
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u. Representing, directly or by implication, that this Court, the BIA, ICE, DHS, or

Office of the Attorney General have approved any good or service sold or offered

for sale by Defendants, or approved of any of Defendants’ business practices.

Relief Requested as to Defendant Monkman

a. Transferring, concealing, destroying, or removing from the jurisdiction of this

Court any books, records, documents, or other written or computer-generated

materials that relate to Defendants’ [Defendant Monkman or any other Defendant]

business that are currently or hereafter in Defendants’ [Defendant Monkman or

any other Defendant] possession, custody or control, except in response to further

orders or subpoenas in this cause;

b. Transferring, withdrawing, liquidating, spending, concealing, encumbering,

removing, dissipating, distributing, assigning, granting a lien or security interest in,

or otherwise disposing of any funds, real or personal property, accounts, contracts,

agreements, shares of stock, or other assets, or any interest therein, wherever

located, that are:

i. owned, controlled, or held by, in whole or in part, for the benefit of,

or subject to access by, or belonging to Defendants [Defendant

Monkman or any other Defendant];

ii. in the actual or constructive possession of Defendants [Defendant

Monkman or any other Defendant]; or

iii. in the actual or constructive possession of, or owned, controlled, or

held by, or subject to access by, or belonging to, any other

corporation, trust, or other entity directly or indirectly owned,
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managed, controlled by, or under the common control of

Defendants [Defendant Monkman or any other Defendant];

c. Allowing the transfer or withdrawal of funds or other assets that are:

i. owned, controlled, or held by, in whole or in part, for the benefit of,

or subject to access by, or belonging to Defendants [Defendant

Monkman or any other Defendant], including but not limited to, any

accounts to which Defendants [Defendant Monkman or any other

Defendant] have signatory authority and any accounts in which

Defendants [Defendant Monkman or any other Defendant] own any

interest;

ii. in the actual or constructive possession of Defendants [Defendant

Monkman or any other Defendant]; or

iii. in the actual or constructive possession of, or owned, controlled or

held by, or subject to access by, or belonging to, any other

corporation, partnership, trust, or any other entity directly or

indirectly owned, managed, or controlled by, or under common

control of Defendants [Defendant Monkman or any other

Defendant];

d. Opening or causing to be opened any safe deposit boxes, commercial mail boxes,

or storage facilities titled in the name of Defendants [Defendant Monkman or any

other Defendant] or subject to access, ownership, or control by Defendants

[Defendant Monkman or any other Defendant], without providing the State and the

Court prior notice by motion seeking such access;
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e. Harassing or threatening consumers with deportation or other legal action;

f. Failing to honor any requests by consumers (before and after this Court’s Order) to

rescind any agreements or contracts with Defendants [Defendant Monkman or any

other Defendant] without further obligation and failing to cease any and all

collection efforts until further Order of this Court;

g. Failing to provide case files to clients who request such files;

h. Failing to keep clients reasonably informed of their case status;

i. Failing to communicate to clients the scope of representation;

j. Failing to maintain control over business bank accounts, including but not limited

to, maintaining a trust account for client funds;

k. Making false representations to opposing counsel, judges, or any other officer of

any Court;

1. Failing to adequately supervise all non-lawyers who are under Defendant

Monkman’s employment, direction or control;

m. Aiding any non-lawyer in the unauthorized practice of law;

n. Entering into a partnership regarding the practice of law with any non-lawyer; and

o. Sharing fees with non-attorneys for legal services.

92. In addition, Plaintiff State, respectfully prays that this Court ORDER:

a. Defendants to notify any agents and assignees to cease debiting or collecting

monies from former and current clients’ banking or checking accounts and to cease

any and all collection efforts until further order of this Court;

b. Defendants to produce the contact information for all consumers Defendants

solicited for immigration or bond services;
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c. Defendants to pay civil penalties in favor of the State in the amount not to exceed

$20,000.00 per each violation of the DTPA;

d. The disgorgement of Defendant’s assets, as provided by law and rescission of any

contracts or agreements illegally obtained;

e. Defendants to restore all money or other property acquired by means of unlawful

acts or practices;

f. Defendants to pay all court costs, costs of investigation, and reasonable attorney’s

fees pursuant to Texas Government Code sections 402.006(c) and 521.15 1(f) of

the Texas Business & Commerce Code;

g. Defendants to pay pre-judgment and post-judgment interest at the highest lawful

rate on awards of restitution or civil penalties as provided by law; and

h. Defendants to rescind all agreements entered into by and between Defendants and

consumers.

i. Defendants to immediately transfer all pending cases, if any, to an attorney in good

standing and authorized to practice federal or state law within the State of Texas

who will perform all additional legal work needed to fulfill the agreement at no

extra charge to the client.

93. Plaintiff State also respectfully prays that this Court:

a. Appoint a receiver or sequester Defendants’ assets if Defendants have been

ordered by this Court to make restitution and Defendants have failed to do so

within three (3) months after the order to make restitution has become final and

non-appealable; and
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b. Adjudge that all fines, penalties or forfeitures payable to and for the benefit of the

State, are not dischargeable under bankruptcy pursuant to 11 U.S.C. section

523(a)(7).

94. The State further respectfully prays for all other relief to which the State may be justly

entitled.

Respectfully submitted,

GREG ABBOTT
Attorney General of Texas

DANIEL T. HODGE
First Assistant Attorney General of Texas

JOHN C. SCOTT
Deputy Attorney General for Civil Litigation

TOMMY PRUD’HOMME
Chief, Consumer Protection Division

VALERL4 SARTORIO
SBN 24073758
valeria.sartorio@texasattorneygeneral.gov

KARYN A. MEINKE
SBN 24032859
JAMES E. CUSTER
SBN 24004605
Assistant Attorneys General
Consumer Protection Division

115 E. Travis, Suite 925
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Telephone (210) 225-4191
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VERU1CATION

STATE OF TEXAS §
§

COUNTY OF TRAVIS §

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared affiant John C.

Flores, who proved to me through current Texas Driver License to be the person whose name is

subscribed to this Verification and who acknowledged to me that he executed the same, and alter

he was duly sworn, upon his oath, he deposed and said that the afliant is an investigator for the

Office of Attorney General, and is authorized to make this affidavit, that the afflant has carefully

read the factual allegations in the foregoing PLAiNTIFF’S FIRST AMENDED ORIGINAL

VERIFIED PETITION, APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER WITH

ASSET FREEZE, AND APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT

INJUNCTIONS, and has reason to believe that each and all said factual allegations are true and

correct; and affiant signs this Verification, pursuant to Rule 682 of the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure.

iI
1

JOHN C. FLORES
INVESTIGATOR

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on the 2AJàay of October, 2014.

.4/

NOTAY PUBLIC IWAND
FOR TI4E STATE OF TEXAS


